


“Death twitches my ear;
‘Live,’ he says...
‘I’m coming.’”

- The Aeneid
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One of  the Chapters

Henri Matthews, 43, found himself  falling 
from the 387th floor of  the Sonzu Building. 

“How did I end up here?”

“So inspiring...”

As he falls, he notices he has a companion 
with him. Spinning wildly just 2 feet away was 
a pale brown bagel, falling at exactly the same 
speed as him. A singularly lackluster bagel, 
with a small nibble of  a bite. Flecks of  slightly 
curdled cream cheese fly off  into the wind, 
but the bagel soldiers on towards the ground, 
relentlessly twirling.



98

Henri Matthews was a tall, swarthy man with the 
beginnings of  a beer gut, which is tragic given that 
he couldn’t stand beer. 

The most notable thing about Henri, however, was his 
ability to blend seamlessly into any number of  people. 
He was just a face in the crowd, a stranger on a train.
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“Who are you?”

“I can answer that.”

“Call me V.”

As he falls, Henri contemplates “Why me?” 
Henri suddenly hears a voice in his left ear.

“I appreciate the guidance, but 
I don’t think I have anywhere 

to go but down right now.”

“Fine, I got nothing to lose. You better 
hurry up, I think I’ve got thirty seconds 

left before I’m a stain.”

“Yeah that’s right. I’m a 
guide of sorts. Through 
pain I’ve learned to comfort 
suffering men.”

“On the contrary, my 
friend. You have everywhere 
to go before down.”

Henri barked out a laugh. He felt the wind 
whistle like demons through his hair. The 
sidewalk below was still a pale silver sliver.

“I’d say closer to fifteen, 
so let’s begin quickly.”

“V, like 
the letter?”
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Henri Matthews was born wailing. Like all 
children, he was born screaming and 
indignant. 

When he would be ten, his neighbor, a retired 
professor, would tell him this:

“Best thing I ever did was find out about 
Anti-Natalism, you know what that is boy?”

“Nu-Uh”

“It’s the idea that babies were happy before 
they were born. Their souls or whatever, their 
being, was content and at peace in the void. 
By giving birth to ‘em we pull ‘em out of  that 
sublime peace, dragging cryin’ and shittin’ 
themselves into the suffering of  life. Such a 
crime to bring a life into this world, boy, such 
a crime.”

“I don’t remember that conversation.”

Henri took a moment to consider it.

“So why show me this?”

“Of course you don’t. You 
were ten.”

“No, it honestly wasn’t that bad.”

“Do you agree that your 
life was a crime?”

“So then why are you here 
right now, passing the 
324th floor?”

Henri, being a ten year old boy who was grip-
ping in his little Popsicle stained hands a copy 
of  the latest Captain America comic bought 
with his birthday money, was possibly the 
furthest from understanding suffering than 
anyone on earth.

He had forgotten what it was like to be born.

Another Chapter
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The aforementioned floor passed Henri in a 
blur. He briefly locked eyes with Kathy from 
Human Resources. She was a nice lady, she 
had brought Henri a slice of  birthday cake 
once when he had been late to the party. He 
had never forgotten that.

Yet Another One of  
These Chapter Things 

“Focus Henri, we have 
but ten seconds left.”

“To find out how you ended 
up here, of course.”

“Preposterous. I’m here of my own 
volition, and you don’t know jack 
shit, so shut up and listen.”

“For what?  Honestly what is 
the point of  this?”

“I fucking know that, and you fucking know that 
because you’re just a fragment of  my mind. Of  course 

I couldn’t have just fallen quietly without my brain 
throwing up your ghost ass to haunt me.”

“No, I mean yes, I do , but no, 
we aren’t discussing this one.”

“I fucking said

“Do you remember 
what that is?”

“But it’s -”

Exhibit A - Slightly Flattened Wedding Cake

“Fine, go on.”
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“Fine, I get it. I used to have 
a friend like you. Guy was the 
other way though, couldn’t stop 
talking about this girl, Barbara 
or Beatrice or something.”

“Whatever, I’m not talking about Her.”

Then don’t. This isn’t my 
reckoning Henri Matthews, 
this is yours.”

The bagel did a few more flips through the 
wind; it was likely the world’s most graceful 
baked good at the moment. Henri flapped his 
arms a couple times and turned himself  right 
side up, or maybe upside down. Who really 
cared? The shining dark roofs of  cars passed 
below in two streams, like disciplined ants. He 
wondered about the people inside. Would they 

see him hit the ground? Could they see him 
right now? His ears caught no faint screams, 
and his eyes could discern no hint of  heads 
craned up, squinting into the bright sky to 
see the tiny silhouette of  Henri make its way 
down. 
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Henri watched his own face warp and fly by 
on the glass windows of  the historic Sonzu 
building. The images were strangely jarring, 
frightening even. The world’s worst fun house 
mirror.

Holy Shit How Many 
Chapters Are there?

He screwed his eyes shut and turned away. 

“That kinda looks 
terrifying.”

“Henri this is in your 
head, you’re taking 
me.”

“Yeah it does. It is. Let’s just 
move on quick, where are you 

taking me next?”
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A memory floated up. He remembered stand-
ing over a brook, watching the thin cold water 
dart over the rocks. The water was fascinat-
ing to the young man, who had followed its 
babbling length through the small forest. His 
face rippled and waved over the water, til it 
almost felt as if  he no longer recalled what he 
had looked like. Dark water ran deep in some 
parts of  the stream, and Henri could almost 
see the quick movements of  fish down there, 
flashing in the dark.

The sun was getting low on the evening hills, 
and the air was pregnant with the sounds of  
creatures stirring to life. The distant shrill 
whoops of  his friends drew Henri’s attention, 
sounding quite like loons calling, if  loons 
could somehow drunkenly slur.

He quickly weaved his way through the thin 
groves towards them. He had to pause sev-
eral times, nearly tripping over the vines in 
his cheap vodka riddled mind. A campfire 

finally sent shards of  pale light though the dark 
forest, and Henri stumbled into their clear-
ing. A group of  teenagers in various stages of  
inebriation were dancing around the fire. Most 
of  them had long since lost all motor functions 
and instead opted to muddy their jeans and 
sing along to the little radio warbling music 
through its tinny speakers.
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Henri found a mossy rock and leaned up 
against it. A small sharp pain suddenly burned 
on his hand and he pulled it back to find a 
burr embedded in his palm. He plucked the 
burr out slowly, watching his skin stretch 
beneath its hooks. Several minutes passed, 
and more of  the revelers stumbled out of  the 
dance and into the embrace of  the downy 
grass. Moonlight glinted off  of  every damp 
surface, outlining everything in pale white. 
Henri watched as the white lines began to 
move. Wait, move? 

“Look at that, holy shit,” a voice cried.

Henri looked up to see streaks of  blue dash-
ing across the sky. Each one lasted no more 
than a moment, appearing in the sky and 
vanishing in a small. Henri closed his eyes and 
imagined the white hot fury of  the meteors as 
they fell to earth, burning with such passion 
they destroyed themselves in an instant. From 
his distant hilltop, however, they appeared so 
cold. He reached out a hand toward the sky-
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“That was a beautiful sight, 
wasn’t it?”

“Didn’t you feel lonely?”

“Did you speak to a single one, 
Henri? Do you even remember a 
single one’s name?”

“Hmm.”

“That was the most beautiful 
night I can remember. Everything 

was just right.” 

“There were like fifteen other 
people there.” 

“No, I don’t remember anyone.” 

A starlit face appeared in Henri’s mind, unbid-
den. A flash of  a smile, a whisper of  a voice.

Golly Gee, Another One
Henri flips over again, the wind buffeting him 
as he hits terminal velocity. 

“You’re gonna have to 
address it at some point 
Henri.” “I have no idea who you’re 

talking about.”

“You’re being childish. You 
know it’ll hurt. Each of us 
bears his own Hell. Trust one 
who has gone through it.”

“So what? I’m dying, I’m allowed to be 
whatever I want.”

“If you won’t remember 
Her, then the least you 
can do is remember me.”

“What? I-”
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“This ring any bells? You 
remember? She had a bust of 
me in Her old dorm room.”

“Precisely.”

“But she did and 
she loved my work.”

“Wait the poet? V...was it...Virgil?”

“Why would you be here? I had no 
idea who you were.”

“You were kinda there...the first time we met. 
I asked Her why she had a creepy marble 
head  in Her room watching Her sleep.”

“I’ll never forget what she said. She said one 
of  your lines from some old play.”

“If  I cannot move heaven, 
I will raise hell.”

“Fine, you win.”

“I resent that accusation, 
but yes.”

“Fléctere si néqueo súperos 
Acheronta movebo.”

Henri choked back a sob. His eyes watered 
from the wind.
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You Must Be Tired
Henri remembered back to the first time he 
met Her. It was early November.  The Hal-
loween decorations had just started to come 
down around town.  Discarded paper ghosts 
haunted the streets, and those walking Main 
Street could expect to catch a gossamer plastic 
spider thread in their hair. 

He had been wearing a cheap black leather 
jacket and had on a pair of  borrowed jeans 
that he had no intention of  returning. Henri 
had stepped through the doors of  the bar 
with a swagger. He had a wad of  cash and 
that adolescent belief  that any liver damage 
would be fixed with some coffee and a cold 
shower.

The first thing Henri had laid eyes on was Her.

She had been standing behind the bar, 
working furiously at filling up a row of  steins 
for a particularly rowdy group of  boys. She 
didn’t really seem like she was there. An aura 
had surrounded her, and every movement of  
hers slowed in Henri’s eyes ‘til she was locked 
in painted hues, hovering over the loud and 
boisterous crowd like, well, like an angel.

“As soon as we locked eyes, I knew. 
She knew too.”
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She completed him. A romantic enough 
notion, but only the incomplete require 
completion. Henri, for the life of  him, could 
not understand this. He couldn’t ever really 
understand Her. 

She came home one night crying about this or 
that, according to Henri. He wanted to keep 
reading his book. He could not understand 
why he needed to stop and listen to Her. Love 
was not a give and take for him, it was just a 
fact, it was static. The fact that they were in 
love was immutable, therefore, it needed no 
maintenance, it needed to effort. It was true, 
and would forever be true.  

But She had loved and lost before, and she 
knew the struggle. Love isn’t a promise made 
once and forgotten, but a covenant renewed 
every day, every moment.

Henri would instead opt for the path of  least 
resistance. Henri would begin to leave behind 
this world as the first hint of  trouble, and 
leave Her all alone.
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“And She left, and here you 
are. 3 seconds left Henri, 
before the end. So answer me 
this final question. Was your 
existence a crime?

“NO!”

“But honestly, what was the point? Nothing 
changed. I was going nowhere, so I jumped. Now 

I’m still going nowhere. “

Everything can be changed. Every 
moment offers infinite possibilities, 
and any one of them can crystallize 
into perfection, if you let it. Every 
future was open to you, every prob-
lem was solvable.

Except the fact that you jumped.” 

“Right now, in your office on floor 
387, a phone is ringing. You would 
have picked it up, and Her voice 
would have been on the other end. 
She would have asked you if you were 
free to get a cup of coffee. She 
would have asked how you are doing, 
if you’re feeling better or not. 

“ I-”

He Hits The Ground 
In This One

“Was it a waste?”

“No.”

“It was...it really was. There was 
glory hidden in each moment.”

“Forsan et haec olim meminisse 
iuvabit - and perhaps it will be 
pleasing to have remembered these 
things one day.”
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end

“The only hope for the 
doomed, is no hope at all...”

 ― Virgil, The Aeneid

Una Salus Victis Nullam 
Sperare Salutem
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